
 I love to create with all of it, designing fused glass art 
and  one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces. 

The color, texture, luster, and play of light in 
glass inspire me to design in a medium that can be 
unpredictable, yet beautiful. After careful cutting 
and placement of the glass pieces, powders and 
paints, the heat of the kiln takes over, melting 
the glass parts together, often with a bit of the 
unexpected! The serendipity of glass fusing balances 
my desire to create orderly, well-planned pieces,  

and keeps calling me to the studio.

My jewelry designs range from colorful fused glass 
necklaces, bracelets, and earrings, to fine silver 
heirlooms that preserve handwriting, to whimsical 
pieces incorporating treasures from grandma’s button 
box and unexpected found items from the junk drawer. 

Why the unicycle in the Rezin Studios logo? 
It represents balance, whimsy, practice, and  
perseverance...all essential elements in creating my art!
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Fused glass art,
Jewelry & Yard Art

Glass. Metal. Stone. Ink. Paint.



• Handwriting from a loved one’s letter, poem, or 
recipe* preserved in fine silver, bronze or fused glass

• Leaves preserved in fused glass 

• Glass bottles from a special occasion flattened into 
serveware or cut into small glass charms for jewelry

• Whimsical jewelry pieces from your button box or 
junk drawer treasures

Combining colorful glass or fine silver with images of a 
loved one’s script, or bright iridized glass with pressed 
leaves from a special bouquet can create a memorable 
piece of custom art or jewelry keepsake. Contact me to 
discuss your custom art idea.

* The process does not alter the original text piece

This custom fused glass dish includes a cherished family 
bread recipe, along with a favorite saying from the 
baker, “Have a treat on me!” and her signature, forever 
preserving her handwriting in gold.

Balance, whimsy, practice, 
and perseverance...just like 
riding a unicycle...all play a 

part in creating my art!

Preserving Memories

Custom Artwork


